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Gate Installers Offered $6,000 in Smart DC Perks 
 
HySecurity, manufacturer of ultra reliable gate operators, announces the Smart DC Perks loyalty rewards program. For 
one year, every gate operator installer has the opportunity to earn up to $6,000 in free Smart DC perks. 
 
“The Smart DC Perks program rewards installers for installing SwingSmart DC and 
SlideSmart DC machines,” says Acy Roff, HySecurity Regional Sales Director.  
“Just buy SwingSmart or SlideSmart from your favorite distributor, install them, 
and go to www.hysecurity.com/rebates to claim the $100 Installer Rebate for 
each operator. You’ll automatically be enrolled to earn rewards at 5, 10, 20 and 
so on all the way up to 100 operators. We’re giving away everything from Fluke 
Multimeters and vehicle detectors to notebook computers and free operators.” 
 
In addition to the perks, installers who have never claimed a SwingSmart DC or 
SlideSmart DC rebate can enter promo code “TRIPLESMARTDC” on the rebate claim to triple their first Smart DC rebate. 
They’ll receive $300 from HySecurity just for trying Smart DC. 
 
SwingSmart DC and SlideSmart DC provide extensive installer options including: field adjustable variable speed, 1 and 2 
foot per second models, high cycles after AC power loss, icebreaker mode to break through overnight ice and snow 
buildup, 30 + programmable installer and user options, and dual swing gates that synchronize themselves and stay 
synchronized for the lifetime of the installation.  They’re next generation operators.  
 
The common swing and slide operator control board with its 32 character display 
makes programming and troubleshooting a breeze saving time and making 
installations more profitable for installers. 
 
“With the benefit of having the HySecurity name to stand beside and a very 
competitive price to compete with every other commercial gate operator, 
SwingSmart and SlideSmart actually assists us with selling jobs and having great 
installations that we at Phoenix Fence are proud of,” says Paul Mastin. 
 
The Smart DC Perks program lasts through February 29, 2012. Contact your HySecurity sales representative for details. 


